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A B S T R A C T   

The effect of air-sea coupling in the simulation of the European climate is assessed through a climate type 
classification that uses surface temperature and precipitation from a regional atmosphere-ocean coupled model 
and from its atmospheric component. The atmospheric setup in both models is the same, differing only in the 
representation of the oceanic fields. The simulations cover the present and future-time climate under the RCP8.5 
CMIP5 scenario. Climate type distributions obtained from both coupled and uncoupled simulations are similar to 
those obtained from ERA5 for the 1976–2005 period. Both models simulate colder climate types for present-time 
in southern and northeastern regions compared to ERA5, possibly due to a weaker influence of the Atlantic 
circulation, and drier climate types in some western Mediterranean areas. Also, for present-time coupling leads to 
more humid winters (relatively drier summers) in some zones of north Spain and south France, and drier climates 
in some western Mediterranean spots. Based on simulations with these models under the RCP8.5 scenario, we 
find that by the end of the 21st century (2070–2099) the climate type distribution changes in more than 50% of 
the domain. While both models project the reduction of regions with cold climate types and the expansion of 
those with hot summers and hot arid climate types, these changes affect a larger area in the coupled simulation. 
These differences may be related to a drier signal in the coupled simulation, especially during summer, due to the 
influence of colder surface water in the North Atlantic Ocean and the Mediterranean Sea. Using a climate 
classification to evaluate the annual cycles of the simulated temperature and precipitation data provides a novel 
insight into the impact of air-ocean coupling on the representation of the climate, and consequently into the 
simulated impact on ecosystems and human activities in Europe.   

1. Introduction 

For many years now, downscaling of data derived from reanalyses, 
Global Climate Models (GCMs) or Earth System Models (ESMs) using 
Regional Climate Models (RCMs) has been used to increase climate data 
spatial resolution. This technique has a variety of applications (Castro 
et al., 2005; Rockel, 2015), including local or regional climate change 
assessment (e.g., Barredo et al., 2020; Komurcu et al., 2018; Mathis 
et al., 2013; Xue et al., 2014). The finer mesh of the RCMs allows for a 
better resolved orography or local gradients (e.g., Cabos et al., 2019; 
Pontoppidan et al., 2017; Rummukainen, 2016; Takemi and Ito, 2020; 
Tiwari et al., 2014; Xu et al., 2018). Also, the importance of using high- 

spatial resolution RCMs for regional analyses based on momenta beyond 
mean values is shown in the literature (e.g., Domínguez et al., 2013; 
Gómez et al., 2016). For an assessment of the applications of RCMs over 
Europe see e.g., the perspective of EURO-CORDEX (Jacob et al., 2020). 
High spatial resolution regional models are also important for other 
regions of the world, see for example the different results of the Coor-
dinated Regional Climate Downscaling Experiment (CORDEX) initiative 
in (Allam et al., 2020; Cabos et al., 2019; Giorgi and Gutowski, 2015; 
Giorgi et al., 2021). 

RCMs use atmospheric and oceanic boundary conditions from 
reanalyses or GCM/ESM and, generally, the sea-surface temperatures 
(SSTs) used as lower boundary conditions, as well as other atmospheric 
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fields used as lateral boundary conditions, are defined in a coarser mesh 
(e.g., Giorgi and Gutowski, 2015). Regional Atmosphere-Ocean Coupled 
Models (RAOCMs) provide the SST in a usually much finer resolution, 
thus accounting better for the impact of the ocean on the atmosphere. 
This may be important in regions exposed to different air and ocean 
masses, since regional models generate their own dynamics, reducing 
the dependency on the information provided by the coarser global 
model used to force them, especially far away from the boundaries (e.g., 
Cabos et al., 2019). 

Climate classifications are algorithms that group locations with 
climate similarities into classes, each class being defined as a climate 
type (Jacobeit, 2010). The climate types for a certain classification are 
usually mapped to some other characteristic shared by the locations in 
each class, e.g., vegetation type, solar radiation, water availability 
(Allam et al., 2020), thermal comfort (Wan et al., 2010), suitability for a 
certain crop (Tonietto and Carbonneau, 2004), biodiversity (Metzger 
et al., 2013), habitat distribution (Guisan and Zimmermann, 2000), 
paleoclimate analyses (Willmes et al., 2017) or climate change (Belda 
et al., 2016) among others. The selection of an appropriate climate 
classification depends on the question being tackled. We distinguish 
subjective classifications based on arbitrary thresholds and criteria 
related to vegetation, like those from Köppen (Köppen, 1936), Köppen- 
Geiger (Geiger, 1961), Thornthwaite (Thornthwaite, 1948), Trewartha 
(Trewartha and Horn, 1980), classifications based on global atmo-
spheric patterns and air masses distributions (e.g., Borchert, 1953) and 
objective climate classifications specially defined for a specific analysis 
(e.g., Falquina and Gallardo, 2017; Forsythe et al., 2015; Zscheischler 
et al., 2012). Climate classifications are therefore valuable for analyzing 
meteorological stations or reanalysis data (Forsythe et al., 2015; Keller 
and Wahl, 2021) and model output (Belda et al., 2016; Gallardo et al., 
2013; Lohmann et al., 1993; Tapiador et al., 2019a; Tapiador et al., 
2019b) in terms of climate types. The huge amount of data generated by 
meteorological stations and models can be downsized and make it more 
easily understandable by using clustering techniques and criteria pro-
vided by climate classifications. The Köppen-Geiger (K-G) climate clas-
sification provides a simple way to downsize and encode gridded 
observational data, model outputs or reanalyses into ecologically- 
significant classes, i.e., the K-G climate types. Therefore, climate types 
are useful to understand how reanalyses, climate model results and their 
differences could impact ecological systems and human activities. In 
particular, since the K-G classification climate types are related to 
vegetation types, this can be useful to determine if the air temperature 
and precipitation differences induced by air-sea coupling entail mean-
ingful differences for environmental studies. 

Previous works have demonstrated the importance of high spatial 
resolution for climate classification in areas with a complex orography 
and also to improve the simulation of the atmosphere and ocean circu-
lation, see e.g., the applications of Skalák et al. (2018) for Central 
Europe climate change analysis, Andrade and Contente (2020) for the 
Iberian Peninsula, Barredo et al. (2020) for European Alpine Tundra and 
Allam et al. (2020) for Mediterranean hydrology analyses. The main 

objectives of this work are (i) to examine the sensitivity of present-time 
K-G climate types distribution in Europe to air-sea coupling processes 
and (ii) to understand how these processes affect the distribution of K-G 
types over Europe by the end of the 21st century assuming the Repre-
sentative Concentration Pathway 8.5 (RCP8.5) scenario of the Coupled 
Model Intercomparison Project 5 (CMIP5). To that end, we use the re-
sults of a set of historical and future-time experiments performed with 
the ocean-atmosphere regionally coupled model ROM (Sein et al., 2015) 
and its stand-alone atmospheric component REMO (Jacob, 2001). The 
selected domain includes most of Europe. In ROM, the ocean model 
MPIOM (Jungclaus et al., 2013; Marsland et al., 2003) is global, which 
avoids problems associated with ocean open boundary conditions and 
allows for a better representation of the influence of the Atlantic water in 
the Mediterranean (Parras-Berrocal et al., 2020). MPIOM is coupled to 
the atmosphere over the area covered by the atmospheric model REMO. 
Different to many previous works, in our setup, the atmospheric model 
domain includes the North Atlantic and the Mediterranean Sea. This 
allows us to study the effect of the air-sea coupling of North Atlantic and 
Mediterranean on the European climate simultaneously, which is 
important because most European areas are subjected to the influence of 
the Atlantic and/or Mediterranean oceanic and atmospheric circulation 
(Sein et al., 2020; Jacob et al., 2014). 

This work is structured as follows. In Section 2 the model setup, 
dataset used for the validation and the methods applied for the K-G 
classification are described. In Section 3, the results from the K-G clas-
sification obtained for the present-time experiments from REMO and 
ROM are compared to those derived from a reanalysis, thus assessing the 
impact of the air-sea coupling on the resulting climate classification. 
Also, the climate change signals from ROM and REMO are compared. A 
summary and the conclusions are given in Section 4. 

2. Data and methodology 

2.1. Model setup and reference dataset 

The numerical experiments analyzed in this work were carried out 
with the regionally ocean-atmosphere coupled model ROM (Sein et al., 
2015) and its stand-alone atmosphere component REMO (Jacob, 2001). 
The two models have been extensively used to study the regional climate 
(e.g., Cabos et al., 2020; Jiménez-Guerrero et al., 2013) and the climate 
change signal (e.g., Darmaraki et al., 2019; Parras-Berrocal et al., 2020; 
Sein et al., 2020; de la Vara et al., 2021) of different regions of the world. 

REMO is based on the regional atmosphere Europe model of the 
German Weather Service (Majewski, 1991), with the physical parame-
terizations taken from the global climate models ECHAM4 (Roeckner 
et al., 1996) and ECHAM5 (Roeckner et al., 2003). It uses a rotated grid 
with its equator in the center of the model domain, to avoid largely 
different grid sizes near the poles. In REMO most of the prognostic 
variables are relaxed towards the values of the forcing data in the eight 
outer rows of the grid (Davies, 1976). A radiative upper boundary 
condition is applied (Klemp and Durran, 1983). In the simulations 
analyzed in this work, REMO is run with a uniform horizontal resolution 
of 0.25◦ in a rotated grid and 27 hybrid vertical levels. The atmospheric 
domain used in this study includes the Mediterranean Sea and the North 
Atlantic Ocean, which allows us to gain insight into the influence of both 
in the European climate signal. 

The Max Planck Institute Ocean Model MPIOM (Jungclaus et al., 
2013; Marsland et al., 2003), the oceanic component of ROM, has an 
orthogonal curvilinear grid that allows a maximum resolution of 5 km 
(eddy permitting) near the Iberian Peninsula and around 100 km in the 
southern seas within the model domain. It has 47 unevenly spaced 
vertical levels, with a thickness starting at 16 m in the shallowest level 
and increasing up to 650 m at the deepest level. In MPIOM the water 
exchange in the Gibraltar and Dardanelles straits is explicitly simulated 
in a consistent way, allowing us to consider the crossed influence be-
tween the North Atlantic, Mediterranean and Black seas. Both REMO 

Table 1 
Model setup used in ROM.  

Driving global climate 
model 

MPI-ESM 

Regional atmosphere model REMO 
Horizontal atmospheric 

resolution 
0.25 degrees 

Vertical atmosphere 
resolution 

27 hybrid vertical levels (radiative upper boundary) 

Coupler OASIS 3.0 (3-h coupling time step) 
Global ocean model MPIOM 
Ocean horizontal resolution 5–100 km 
Ocean vertical resolution 47 levels, between 16 m (shallowest) and 650 m 

(deepest) thickness  
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and MPIOM are hydrostatic and solve the Navier–Stokes equations using 
the Boussinesq approximation and are coupled via the OASIS3 coupler 
(Valcke, 2013). Other components of ROM, as the Hamburg Ocean 
Carbon Cycle (HAMOCC) model (Maier-Reimer et al., 2005), the hy-
drological discharge (HD) model (Hagemann and Dümenil-Gates, 1998; 
Hagemann and Gates, 2001), the soil model of REMO (Rechid and 
Jacob, 2006) and a dynamic thermodynamic sea ice model (Hibler, 
1979) are run as REMO or ROM modules. Table 1 summarizes the 
model's setup. 

Boundary conditions for the simulations are taken from the historical 
and RCP8.5 CMIP5 scenario simulations performed with the low- 
resolution version of the Max Planck Institute Earth System Model 
(MPI-ESM) (Giorgetta et al., 2013). The experimental setup is based on 
previous works (Cabos et al., 2017; Cabos et al., 2020; de la Vara et al., 
2021), where the reader can find more details. The nomenclature that 
will be used from this point onwards to refer to the different REMO and 
ROM experiments is presented in Table 2. The historical data available 
extends from 1950 to 2005, but we select the 1976–2005 period for the 
present-time validation. Similarly, the RCP8.5 experiment extends from 
2006 to 2099, but only the 2070–2099 period is selected for this study. 

To validate the present-time results we use the European Centre for 
Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) Reanalysis 5th Generation 
(ERA5) dataset (Hersbach et al., 2020). ERA5, the newest global rean-
alysis of ECMWF, is produced with the forecasts of ECMWF's atmo-
spheric model (version CY41R2) and a 4D-Var data assimilation system. 
Its horizontal resolution is approximately 28 km in our domain. ERA5 
has been widely used as the reference reanalysis for global and Europe 
climate studies (e.g., Hirschi et al., 2011; Lavender et al., 2021; Lorenz 
et al., 2019; Qiu et al., 2021). ERA5 is preferred to meteorological sta-
tion gridded datasets, like E-OBS (Haylock et al., 2008), because the 
underlying observational network for precipitation is poor in some areas 
of Europe, especially in Spain and the Balkans in our domain, and the 
fitting scheme produces data lacking spatial detail (Hofstra et al., 2009; 
Jiménez-Guerrero et al., 2013). This drawback is overcome in ERA5 by 
using a measurements best-fit instead of a simple fit-to-data approach. 
However, ERA5 also presents known issues (see e.g., section 10.2 of 

Hersbach et al. (2020) and Keller and Wahl (2021)) that we will consider 
in the discussion. 

E-OBS 22.0e data and ERA5 monthly averaged data on single levels 
are obtained from the Copernicus Climate Data Store (CDS). Thorough 
information about both datasets can be found in the ECMWF CDS 
dataset documentation, in Hersbach et al. (2020) and in Haylock et al. 
(2008). The orography for the REMO/ROM models and for the ERA5 
dataset can be seen in Supplementary Material Fig. S.6. 

2.2. K-G classification, data interpolation and climate similarity scores 

In this work we use the K-G classification, which has been adopted in 
similar studies including the assessment of the global (Beck et al., 2018; 
Chen and Chen, 2013; Rubel and Kottek, 2010), regional and local 
environmental impact of climate change (Barredo et al., 2020; Dubreuil 
et al., 2019; Zeroual et al., 2019). Initially proposed by Köppen (Köppen, 
1936) and later developed by Geiger (Geiger, 1961), it is based on five 
groups of vegetation (equatorial zone (A), arid zone (B), warm 
temperate zone (C), snow zone (D) and polar zone (E)), sub-classified 
depending on precipitation and air temperature, as described in the 
Supplementary Material (Table S.1). In our study we closely follow the 
classification scheme described by Kottek et al. (2006). Table 3 lists the 

Table 2 
Experiments nomenclature. ROM ocean-atmosphere coupled model is described 
in (Sein et al., 2015); REMO is the stand-alone atmosphere component of ROM 
(Jacob, 2001); boundary conditions are taken from CMIP5 simulations per-
formed with the low-resolution version of MPI-ESM (Giorgetta et al., 2013).   

REMO ROM 

Present-time (1976–2005) REMOH ROMH 
Scenario RCP8.5 (2070–2099) REMO85 ROM85  

Table 3 
Köppen-Geiger climate types found in the domain. For a complete list of types 
see (Kottek et al., 2006).  

Climate type 
label 

Climate type name 

BWh Hot desert 
BWk Cold desert 
BSh Hot semi-arid (steppe) 
BSk Cold semi-arid (steppe) 
Cfa Fully humid temperate, hot summer (humid subtropical) 
Cfb Fully humid temperate, warm summer (temperate oceanic) 
Cfc Fully humid temperate, cold summer (subpolar oceanic) 
Csa Temperate, with dry hot summer (hot summer Mediterranean) 
Csb Temperate, with dry warm summer (warm summer 

Mediterranean) 
Dsb Continental, with dry warm summer 
Dsc Continental, with dry cold summer (subarctic) 
Dfb Fully humid continental, with warm summer 
Dfc Fully humid continental, with cold summer (subarctic) 
ET Tundra  

Fig. 1. Köppen-Geiger classification for 1976–2005. A ERA5; B REMOH; 
C ROMH. 
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14 K-G climate types found for the domain analyzed in this work, 
although Cfc, Dsb and Dsc are barely present in a few cells and can be 
ignored thereafter. 

To allow for a direct comparison to ERA5, all the REMO and ROM 
fields have been interpolated in the ERA5 mesh, with a regular grid of 
0.25◦x0.25◦, using a distance weighted average remapping of the four 
nearest neighbors values. Applying the K-G criteria, a climate type for 
each dataset and each grid cell within the regional domain is obtained. 
Then, the similarity of their K-G climate types distributions is assessed 
using the kappa agreement coefficient for categorical scales defined by 
Cohen (1960), also known as Heidke Skill Score (HSS). A more detailed 
comparison is performed using the matching matrix method, which is 
used to compare the climate type assigned to each domain cell using 
information from two different climate datasets. Matrix elements M(i,j) 
are the number of cells which are assigned to climate type i according to 
the first dataset and to climate type j according to the second dataset. 
Therefore, diagonal elements M(i,i) represent climate type matches ac-
cording to both datasets, and off-diagonal elements represent climate 
type “shifts” from one dataset to the other. The matrices allow us to 
compare two datasets for the same time period, as well as two different 
time periods for the same model, for example the end of 20th century 
and the end of 21st century (Gallardo et al., 2013). 

3. Results and discussion 

3.1. Validation of present-time results 

Results from Fig. 1 were generated by applying the K-G classification 
criteria to the monthly average temperatures and precipitations for the 
1976–2005 period taken from the ERA5 dataset (A), REMOH (B) and 
ROMH (C). The dominant climate type is Cfb on the three maps, 
covering more than 50% of the domain (see Table 4), including central 
Europe, Great Britain and Ireland. The Csa type covers large Mediter-
ranean areas, in the southern half of the Iberian Peninsula, southeast 
France, west Italy, parts of Greece and Turkey and the north of Morocco, 
Algeria and Tunisia. Csb climate type is present in the northern half of 
the Iberian Peninsula and parts of Italy, Greece and Turkey. Cfa is found 
just south of the Alps and in the Danube basin. Dfb appears in East 
Europe, the Carpathians and some spots in the Pyrenees and the Alps, 
Dfc in the Alps and some Carpathian spots and ET in the highest areas of 
the Alps. Semi-arid BSk is found in the southeast of the Iberian Penin-
sula, north of the Ebro valley, some spots in the Mediterranean islands, 
southeast of Italy and areas of Morocco, Algeria and Tunisia. Finally, the 
dry climates BWh and BWk are found mainly in north Africa. In general, 
the classifications in Fig. 1 compare well to those found in the literature 
(see e.g., Gallardo et al., 2013; Jylhä et al., 2010; Kottek et al., 2006; 
Szabó-Takács et al., 2019). For example, according to Fig, 1 of Kottek 
et al. (2006) we can see that the dominant type in our domain is Cfb, 
with Dfb areas in eastern Europe, the Carpathians and around the Alps, 

Table 4 
Number (%) of cells per K-G climate type (N = 8672).  

K-G Climate type ERA5 (1976–2005) REMOH (1976–2005) ROMH (1976–2005) REMO85 (2070–2099) ROM85 (2070–2099) 

BSh 42 (0.5%) 39 (0.4%) 22 (0.3%) 383 (4.4%) 507 (5.8%) 
BSk 332 (3.8%) 304 (3.5%) 369 (4.3%) 159 (1.8%) 533 (6.1%) 
BWh 265 (3.1%) 192 (2.2%) 196 (2.3%) 598 (6.9%) 691 (8.0%) 
BWk 110 (1.3%) 207 (2.4%) 318 (3.7%) 36 (0.4%) 81 (0.9%) 
Cfa 565 (6.5%) 238 (2.7%) 211 (2.4%) 1017 (11.7%) 772 (8.9%) 
Cfb 4702 (54.2%) 4575 (52.8%) 4369 (50.4%) 3937 (45.4%) 3678 (42.4%) 
Cfc 6 (0.1%) 21 (0.2%) 23 (0.3%) 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 
Csa 1221 (14.1%) 1143 (13.2%) 934 (10.8%) 2257 (26.0%) 1918 (22.1%) 
Csb 247 (2.8%) 583 (6.7%) 833 (9.6%) 222 (2.6%) 421 (4.9%) 
Dfb 1033 (11.9%) 1202 (13.9%) 1220 (14.1%) 38 (0.4%) 38 (0.4%) 
Dfc 123 (1.4%) 108 (1.2%) 97 (1.1%) 21 (0.2%) 22 (0.3%) 
Dsb 0 (0.0%) 2 (0.0%) 5 (0.1%) 3 (0.0%) 7 (0.1%) 
Dsc 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 4 (0.0%) 1 (0.0%) 4 (0.0%) 
ET 26 (0.3%) 58 (0.7%) 71 (0.8%) 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%)  

Fig. 2. Climate types matching matrix: A ERA5 vs REMOH; B ERA5 vs ROMH.  
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Fig. 3. Maps showing where the K-G classification differs in ERA5 vs REMOH (left column)/ROMH (right column). A, B, Cells classified as Cfb in ERA5 which are 
classified as Dfb in REMOH/ROMH; C, D, same as A, B for Dfb and Cfb; E, F, same as A,B for Cfa and Cfb in blue dots, and for Csa and Csb in orange dots; G, H, same as 
A, B for Cfb and Csb. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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Csa around the Mediterranean Sea, Csb in the northwest of the Iberian 
Peninsula, Cfa in the Danube basin and south of the Alps, ET in the 
highest areas of the Alps, and some BSk spots in the Iberian Peninsula, 
which is a climate distribution very similar to that depicted in Fig. 1 
above. Also Fig. 3a of Jylhä et al. (2010) shows a climate distribution 
consistent with Fig. 1. Both Kottek et al. (2006) and Jylhä et al. (2010) 
are based on a slightly earlier period of time. 

Analyzing the main differences between the results shown in Fig. 1, 
Cfa in the Danube basin covers a smaller area in REMOH and ROMH 
than in the ERA5 reanalysis, where this is substituted by the Cfb type, 

colder in summer. Also, Cfa does not appear at all in the sub-Pyrenees 
area in REMOH and ROMH. According to ERA5, Cfb is present in the 
north of Spain and southwest France, but this is replaced by the drier in 
summer Csb type in the northwest of Spain in REMOH, and in north 
Spain and southwest France in ROMH. ROMH reproduces a larger BSk 
area than ERA5 and REMOH in east Spain, substituting the Csa type, and 
a small BWk area that is not present with ERA5 and REMOH. Also, the 
BSk areas to the east of Sardinia, Sicily and the southeast of Italy are 
larger in ROMH. Regarding cold climates, both REMOH and ROMH 
simulate a larger ET area in the Alps and smaller Dfb areas in the 

Fig. 4. As in Fig. 3, A, B, Cells classified as BSk in ERA5 which are classified as Csa in REMOH/ROMH; C, D, same as A, B for Csa and BSk; E, F, same as A, B for BSk 
and BWk. 
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Carpathians in comparison to ERA5. The differences between the panels 
shown in Fig. 1, which are relatively small, are studied in more detail 
below and in Section 3.2. 

Now we focus on the quantitative comparison between the K-G 
classification obtained from REMOH/ROMH and that from ERA5. To 
that end, we compute the kappa agreement coefficient for categorical 
scales (Cohen, 1960), which was proposed for comparison of vegetation 
maps (Monserud and Leemans, 1992) and later applied to climate 
classifications (e.g., Kücken et al., 2009; Tapiador et al., 2019b). The 
agreement coefficient is a single value ranging between 0 (no agree-
ment) and 1 (perfect agreement). This coefficient corrects the number of 
matches with the probability of matches by pure chance, allowing for a 
rank ordering of agreement when comparing categorical maps. 
Following Tapiador et al. (2019b), we set the threshold for “poor 
agreement” in coefficient values below 0.5; fair/good agreement [0.5, 
0.7]; very good agreement (0.7, 1.0]. Both ROMH and REMOH show 
good agreement with ERA5 in terms of K-G classification, with an ERA5/ 
REMOH kappa value of 0.70 and a value of 0.64 for ERA5/ROMH. As a 
reference, the agreement coefficient between ERA5 and E-OBS K-G 
classifications is 0.74. 

Next, we focus on the climate type of those cells that do not match 
the climate type from ERA5. For this quantitative analysis we use 
matching matrices (also known as confusion or transition matrices in 
different fields of science). These show in rows the number of cells of the 
domain for each climate type based on one dataset and in columns the 
number of domain cells for each climate type based on a second dataset 
(Gallardo et al., 2013; Lohmann et al., 1993; Tapiador et al., 2019a). 
Numbers in the diagonal of the matrix represent matches in the corre-
sponding model results and ERA5, while off-diagonal values show non- 
matches between climate types. 

The matching matrices for the REMOH/ROMH comparison against 
ERA5 are shown in Fig. 2. ERA5 and REMOH K-G types match for 
6914cells out of a total of 8672 cells in the domain (80%), while ERA5 
and ROMH match in 6538cells (75%). These differences are small 
considering that we use reanalysis data, on one hand, and downscaled 
climate data, on the other hand, since they are of the same order of the 
differences between ERA5 and E-OBS (7147 cells out of 8672 match, or 
82%). In Figs. 3 and 4 we represent the locations where the climate types 
calculated with ERA5 and REMOH or with ERA5 and ROMH do not 
match. Those cells correspond to the off-diagonal values of Fig. 2 
matrices. 

Considering the largest off-diagonal values, the main differences 

between the climate classification from ERA5 and REMOH/ROMH are 
found in cells classified as Cfb with ERA5. A number of these appear as 
Dfb with REMOH (361 cells) and ROMH (361 cells). As can be seen in 
Fig. 3 (A, B), they are located in flat areas to the east of the Vistula (east 
of Poland and west of Belarus and Ukraine) where the average tem-
perature of the coldest month is lower in REMOH and ROMH. This 
points to a weaker influence of the Atlantic atmospheric and oceanic 
circulation on those areas in both simulations. This is consistent with a 
weakening of the Gulf Stream and North Atlantic currents in both sim-
ulations compared to observations, which reduces the heat transport in 
both oceanic and atmospheric currents towards Europe (Cabos et al., 
2020) and results in cold biases in winter on a large surface (see Fig. S.1 
of the Supplementary Material). Several empirical studies have pointed 
to the influence of the Atlantic SST on the variability of the North 
Atlantic Oscillation (e.g., Czaja and Frankignoul, 2002), but it was Wang 
et al. (2004) who showed a significant causal relationship between Gulf 
Stream SST anomalies and the winter NAO pattern. Therefore, a bias in 
the Gulf Stream SSTs can cause a change in the strength and latitude of 
the westerly winds that penetrate the European continent to central and 
eastern Europe in winter and thus change the climate of these regions. 
Årthun et al. (2018) show how the NAO exerts an influence on the 
temperatures of these regions. 

Also, many cells classified as Dfb with ERA5 appear as Cfb with 
REMOH (172 cells) and ROMH (149 cells) in areas where the average 
temperature of the coldest month is warmer according to REMOH/ 
ROMH (Fig. 3C, D). These areas are located around the Carpathians and 
the Alps. 

Fig. 3 (E, F) show in blue dots those cells classified as Cfa with ERA5 
which are Cfb with REMOH (250 cells) and ROMH (261 cells). Also, cells 
classified as Csa with ERA5 which are classified as Csb with REMOH 
(135 cells) and ROMH (182 cells) are plotted in orange dots. In both 
cases, the climate types according to REMOH/ROMH correspond to 
colder summers. For those cells, located in areas below 50◦N, in the 
southern peninsulas, the Balkans and next to the Black Sea, the experi-
ments show a summer cold bias with respect to ERA5 (see Supplemen-
tary Material Fig. S.1). 

In Fig. 3 (G, H) we observe cells classified as Cfb with ERA5 which 
appear as Csb with REMOH (201 cells) and ROMH (382 cells) data. 
Temperate climate with no dry season (similar precipitation in winter 
and summer) according to ERA5, presents a more humid winter (or 
relatively a drier summer) in the northwest of the Iberian Peninsula, 
southwest France and spots in Italy and Greece considering REMOH/ 
ROMH data. This can be seen in winter and summer in Fig. S.2 of the 
Supplementary Material. In any case, it seems to be an influence of air- 
sea coupling in ROM, since a comparison of Fig. 3G and H shows how the 
coupled model extends this change with respect to ERA5 to large areas of 
the north of the Iberian Peninsula and west of France. The REMOH 
experiment, forced by MPI-ESM, simulates a strong westerly flow during 
winter, entering the north of the Iberian Peninsula with a southerly 
component that increases precipitation compared to ERA5 data in the 
northwest, while in summer precipitation is small. This causes REMOH 
to simulate the more unbalanced climate type Csb, instead of the Cfb 
obtained with ERA5 (Fig. 3G). The coupled model experiment ROMH 
produces an additional increase of precipitation during winter in the 
Cantabrian coast and southwest France, extending the area where Csb 
substitutes the Cfb climate type simulated by ERA5 (Fig. 3H). This points 
to a different dynamic of the Gulf Stream and North Atlantic Current 
simulated by MPI-ESM and ROM during winter, that are not able to 
optimally capture the path of both currents as concluded in Cabos et al. 
(2020). 

According to Keller and Wahl (2021), ERA5 data for Europe shows a 
humid bias in winter and summer as compared to measurements. This 
ERA5 bias could be important for the interpretation of the results shown 
in Fig. 3. However, findings in Fig. 3A through 3F are due to differences 
in the winter or summer temperatures and findings in Fig. 3G-3H are due 
to a different winter-summer precipitation distribution. Therefore, none 

Fig. 5. K-G climate types matching matrix for REMOH and ROMH.  
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Fig. 6. Locations where the K-G classification differs in REMOH and ROMH. A, cells classified as Cfb in REMOH but as Csb in ROMH; B, same as A for Csa and BSk; C, 
same as A for BSk and BWk; D, same as A for Dfb and Cfb plotted in blue dots (vice versa for 40 cells also plotted in orange dots). (For interpretation of the references 
to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 

Fig. 7. Köppen-Geiger classification for 2070–2099; A REMO85; B ROM85.  
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of them can be attributed to the ERA5 wet bias in winter and summer 
noticed in Keller and Wahl (2021). 

Domain cells classified as semi-arid climate BSk with ERA5 which 
appear as more humid Csa with REMOH (72 cells) and ROMH (53 cells) 
are depicted in Fig. 4 (A, B), corresponding to central Spain and the 
African coast of the Alboran Sea (west Mediterranean). On the contrary, 
cells classified as Csa with ERA5 which are classified as BSk with 
REMOH (59 cells) and ROMH (128 cells) can be seen in Fig. 4 (C, D), also 
in spots of Mediterranean coasts. The shifts between these two climate 
types are caused by total annual precipitation differences in Western 
Mediterranean areas. Mediterranean climates are usually so close to 
semi-arid conditions that slight underestimations of rainfall in a few 
years cause the climate to fall from Csa to BSk. 

Finally, Fig. 4 (E, F) depicts cells classified as semi-arid BSk with 
ERA5 that appear as desert type BWk according to REMOH (56 cells) and 
ROMH (126 cells) due to smaller annual precipitations simulated by 
REMOH/ROMH. According to REMOH, this only occurs in areas of north 
Africa, while with ROMH it happens mainly in regions of north Africa, 
but also in a few spots to the southeast of Spain. 

Again, for the interpretation of the results shown in Fig. 4 we have to 
consider that according to Keller and Wahl (2021) ERA5 data for Europe 
shows a humid bias in winter and summer as compared to measure-
ments. Therefore, in general one can expect climate types to be more 
humid when simulated with ERA5 data than the actual climates over 
Europe. This is consistent with the differences shown in Fig. 4C-4D and 
Fig. 4E-4F, where regions with climate types Csa and BSk in ERA5, have 
the drier types BSk and BWk according to REMOH/ROMH. Therefore, 
instead of a slight precipitation underestimation by REMOH/ROMH, 
this result could be attributed to an overestimation by ERA5, or to a 
combination of both factors. However, the results shown in Fig. 4A-4B 
would be consistent with a humid bias in the REMOH/ROMH data and 
thus it cannot be attributed to the ERA5 humid bias. 

In sum, the validation of REMOH and ROMH shows that the models 
are able to reproduce the climate types generated in the reanalysis in 
most of the domain. In fact, the comparison of ERA5 and a European 
daily high-resolution gridded dataset, such as E-OBS (not shown), in 
terms of K-G types results in a similar agreement (7147 out of 8672 
domain cells, or 82%) with a kappa coefficient of 0.74. This shows that 
the REMOH/ROMH experiments are as close to ERA5 in terms of K-G 
classification as other observational datasets. 

In winter, REMOH and ROMH present a cold bias compared to ERA5 
in areas of northeast Europe caused by a weaker influence of the model 
Gulf Stream, through the North Atlantic Oscillation, in MPI-ESM (which 

is used to force REMO) and ROM, and a warm bias around the Carpa-
thians and the Alps possibly due to differences in the orography of the 
model. REMOH and ROMH also show a generalized summer cold bias in 
areas below 50◦N and a summer dry bias in west Mediterranean areas. 
The ocean-atmosphere coupling in ROM results in drier climates in 
several areas of the Iberian Peninsula. 

3.2. Comparison of REMO and ROM present-time results 

As stated above, maps in Fig. 1 (B, C) were generated by applying the 
K-G classification criteria to the monthly average temperatures and 
precipitations from REMOH and ROMH. The agreement coefficient be-
tween them is 0.84 (very good agreement) with a climate type match in 
7727 out of 8672 (89%), pointing to a small difference between the 
models. The matching matrix for these two experiments is shown in 
Fig. 5. 

In the largest off-diagonal value 218 cells classified as Cfb in REMOH 
appear as Csb in ROMH (27 vice-versa not plotted). The locations where 
this occurs are shown in Fig. 6A, mainly covering areas of the north of 
Spain, west and south of France. The difference between Csb and Cfb 
points to a more balanced yearly precipitation estimated by REMOH, 
with drier (wetter) summers (winters) estimated by ROMH. This is 
consistent with Fig. 15-C and 15-D of Cabos et al. (2020) calculated for 
the same period. The average precipitation difference between ROMH 
and REMOH is included in the Supplementary Material as Fig. S.3. In 
that figure, and more clearly in Fig. 15C of Cabos et al. (2020), we 
observe a wet bias in winter in south France and the Cantabrian coast 
and a dry bias in winter in the Iberian Peninsula and some locations of 
the Mediterranean basin in ROM. Also, a generalized dry bias can be 
identified over the aforementioned areas in summer. 

Next highest off-diagonal value corresponds to 127 cells classified as 
Csa with REMOH, which are BSk (cold steppe), according to ROMH. 
These locations are shown in Fig. 6B and correspond to areas of central 
and east Spain, southeast Italy, south of Sicily, east of Sardinia and some 
points in north Africa. Higher total annual precipitation in REMOH 
(lower in ROMH) is consistent with Fig. 15C and 15D of (Cabos et al., 
2020). In Supplementary Material Fig. S.3 a dry bias is identified in 
ROMH across the Mediterranean Sea areas. 97 cells are classified as BSk 
with REMOH and are BWk (cold desert) according to ROMH. Locations 
are shown in Fig. 6C. Although most are out of Europe, some of them are 
in the southeast of Spain. The shift from BSk to BWk points to an even 
drier climate in ROMH, consistent with what has been stated above. 32 
cells classified as Dfb in REMOH appear as Cfb in ROMH, plotted with 

Fig. 8. Climate types matching matrix. a, REMOH vs REMO85; b, ROMH vs ROM85.  
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blue dots in Fig. 6D (vice versa for 55 cells also plotted in orange dots). A 
small difference in temperature in the coldest month can drive a change 
of this type in K-G climate type classification. This could be related to a 
different dynamic of the atmosphere at the entrance to the European 
continent of air masses from the Atlantic Ocean in plain areas of east 
Europe and a different temperature behavior with altitude in REMOH 
and ROMH in a few spots around the Alps and the Carpathians. 

We can conclude that most differences between both experiments in 
terms of climate types can be explained by different precipitation re-
gimes, basically due to a dry (wet) bias of ROMH during summer 
(winter) in some areas, and a year-round dry bias of ROMH in other 
areas, when compared to REMOH. Supplementary material Fig. S.3 
presents the differences between REMOH and ROMH in summer and 
winter precipitation. Fig. S3.b shows that ROMH simulates a drier 

Fig. 9. Maps showing where K-G climate types 
change by the end of the 21st century, comparing 
REMOH vs REMO85 (left column) and ROMH vs 
ROM85 (right column). A, B, cells classified as Dfb in 
REMOH/ROMH which are classified as Cfb in 
REMO85/ROM85; C, D, same as A, B for Cfb/Csb 
shift to Cfa/Csa. Cfb-Cfa transition plotted in blue, 
Csb-Csa in orange; E, F, same as A, B for Csa shift to 
BSh; G, H, same as A, B for Cfa (blue) and Cfb (or-
ange) shift to BSk. (For interpretation of the refer-
ences to colour in this figure legend, the reader is 
referred to the web version of this article.)   
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Fig. 10. As in Fig. 9, A, B, BSk shift to BSh; C, D, Cfb shift to Csa; E, F, Cfa/Cfb shift to Csa/Csb. Cfa to Csa transition plotted in blue, Cfb to Csb in orange; G, H, BSk 
shift to BWh. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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summer in most of Europe, with exceptions in the Alps and the Danube 
basin. However, as shown in Fig. S3.a, during winter this is only true for 
the Mediterranean basin, while more precipitation is simulated by 
ROMH north of the Pyrenees and the Alps. Additional differences may be 
due to a different dynamic of air masses entering from the Atlantic 
Ocean. 

3.3. REMO and ROM future-climate experiments for the RCP8.5 scenario 

To analyze the climate change signal, we select the RCP8.5 scenario 
to maximize it, and therefore to enhance the effect of ocean-atmosphere 
coupling. We then apply the K-G classification criteria to REMO85 and 
ROM85 (2070–2099). Results are shown in Fig. 7. 

Comparing, in terms of K-G types distribution, REMOH (1976–2005) 
to REMO85 (2070–2099), the agreement coefficient gives a value of 
0.23, while the same comparison between ROMH and ROM85 yields an 
agreement coefficient of 0.18. The poor agreement of the end of 21st 
century RCP8.5 scenario climate types (Fig. 7A and B) with the present- 
time simulations (Fig. 1B and C) indicates a relevant change in climate 
types, especially in the ROM experiments, where air-sea interactions are 
active. The general trends in surface temperature and precipitation for 
winter and summer can be seen in Fig. 3(D, H) and Fig. 4(D, H) of Sein 
et al. (2020), which show a year-round warming, a precipitation in-
crease in winter and precipitation decrease in summer in our area of 
study. These end of century trends explain the area reduction of cold 
climate types (Dfb, ET), as well as the area expansion of hot summer 
climate types (Cfa, Csa) and hot arid types (BWh, BSh) observed in 
Fig. 7. 

Using the matching matrix method to compare REMOH to REMO85 
and ROMH to ROM85 (Fig. 8), we note that in REMO85 only 3848 cells 
(44%) and in ROM85 only 3324 cells (38%), out of a total of 8672 cells 
in the domain, maintain their present-time K-G climate type at the end of 
the 21st century. Climate Dfb disappears in the RCP8.5 scenario, except 
in the Alps, becoming Cfb, with warmer winters, in those regions shown 
in Fig. 9 (A, B), which include east Europe, the Carpathians and the Alps. 
ET (tundra) climate, found in the Alps at the present time, completely 
disappears in the future. These trends for central Europe, near the Alps, 
can be found in Skalák et al. (2018), Figs. 2-3, for a similar scenario 
(IPCC SRES A1B emission scenario) with Dfb and Cfb climates shifting to 
Cfb and Cfa, and ET disappearing. Many areas below 50oN with Cfb 
climate shift to Cfa and most areas with Csb climate shift to Csa (summer 

becomes hotter in both cases) in the RCP8.5 scenario, as can be seen in 
Fig. 9 (C, D), consistently with Fig. 3h of (Sein et al., 2020), where those 
areas suffer a more intense warming. Areas of the African Mediterranean 
coast, Spain, Sardinia and Sicily, south Italy, and Greece Aegean coast 
shift from a temperate Csa climate with hot/dry summer to an even drier 
BSh climate, Fig. 9 (E, F). Areas in northeast Spain, Italy, Romania 
(Black Sea) and north Greece with fully humid temperate climates Cfa 
and Cfb shift to dry BSk as shown in Fig. 9 (G, H). Dry BSk regions in 
Spain and south Italy become hotter BSh, Fig. 10 (A, B). A shift from Cfb 
to Csa due to hotter and drier summers (relatively to more humid win-
ters) is depicted in Fig. 10 (C, D), covering parts of west France, north 
Spain and Italy, Adriatic coast and the Balkans. Year-round precipitation 
is more unbalanced (summers are drier or winters are more humid) in 
the areas where climate type shifts from Cfa to Csa and from Cfb to Csb, 
Fig. 10 (E, F). Finally, a great portion of BSk areas shift to BWh, see 
Fig. 10 (G, H). This means that they become hotter and more arid. 

Comparing the trends in K-G types shifts by the end of the 21st 
century to those found in other works, we see that for the Iberian 
Peninsula they are consistent with (B, D) of (Andrade and Contente, 
2020): the Cfb area in the Pyrenees almost disappears, the BSk type 
areas enlarge, and some BSh/BWh hot arid areas appear on the southeast 
coast of the Iberian Peninsula. Also, for a similar emissions scenario 
(IPCC SRES A1B emission scenario), the same trends for central Europe 
are found in Skalák et al. (2018) Figs. 2-3 and for Europe in Jylhä et al. 
(2010) Fig. 3d. In Fig. 3 of a global analysis using the Köppen-Trewartha 
climate classification by Belda et al. (2016), similar trends are found. 
The local climate shift in the Alps, where ET disappears and is 
substituted by Dfb and Cfb has also been reported in Rubel et al. (2017) 
(lower panel of Fig. 2). In general, the climate change signal obtained 
with REMO85 and ROM85 is very similar. Focusing on the differences 
between them, ROM85 simulates a transition to semi-arid climate BSk in 
a large region west of the Black Sea and along Italy, not found in 
REMO85 (Fig. 9G and H). This aridification signal confirms findings 
from Jylhä et al. (2010) in this same region. Also, ROM85 shows a dry 
BSh area to the south of the Iberian Peninsula which is not simulated in 
REMO85 (Fig. 9E and F). 

To allow for a quantification of the changes presented above, we 
include in Table 4 the number of cells (and its percentage) covered by 
each climate type in the different datasets. Each cell corresponds to an 
approximate area of 780 km2 (a square of approximately 28 km side). 

Focusing on the largest area changes simulated with REMO, we 
observe in Table 4 that comparing REMOH (1976–2005) to REMO85 
(2070–2099) climate Dfb decreases from 13.9% of the domain area to 
0.4%, practically disappearing at the end of 21st century. Cfb initially 
represents 52.8% of the area, decreasing to 45.4%. Csb reduces from 
6.7% to 2.6%. Also, Csa climate type covers 13.2% initially and in-
creases to 26.0%, Cfa extends from 2.7% to 11.7%, BWh from 2.2% to 
6.9% and BSh from 0.4% to 4.4%. 

Comparing the areas covered in ROMH (1976–2005) to those found 
with ROM85 (2070–2099) the area covered by the Dfb climate decreases 
from 14.1% to 0.4% of the domain. Cfb goes from an area of 50.4% to 
42.4%, and Csb decreases from 9.6% to 4.9%. In the opposite direction, 
Csa goes from 10.8% to 22.1%, Cfa from 2.4% to 8.9%, BWh from 2.3% 
to 8.0%, and BSh from 0.3% to 5.8%. 

Although results presented in this section are based on two simula-
tions, the climate distributions under RCP8.5 are consistent with those 
found in previous works (Andrade and Contente (2020) for the Iberian 
Peninsula, Skalák et al. (2018) for Central Europe, Belda et al. (2016) 
and Jylhä et al. (2010) for Europe, Rubel et al. (2017) for the Alps), as 
discussed above. Also interestingly, our setup allows us to consider 
simultaneously the Mediterranean and North Atlantic Ocean, which are 
both important for the European climate. Whilst it would be interesting 
to have performed this work with a model ensemble, such a set of 
regional climate coupled and uncoupled simulations is not available to 
date. For example, in the EuroCORDEX initiative (Jacob et al., 2020) no 
atmosphere-ocean coupled models are used and, in addition to that, the 

Fig. 11. End of the 21st century comparison between REMO85 and ROM85 K- 
G classification. 
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domain does not include completely the western North Atlantic. 

3.4. REMO and ROM differences in future climate 

Now we focus on the differences between the REMO85 and ROM85 
projections for the end of the 21st century (2070–2099) to assess the 
effect of air-sea coupling itself. To that end, we compare the K-G types 
maps from Fig. 7 (A, B). Both models show a very good agreement, with 
a kappa coefficient of 0.78. Also, 7270 cells out of 8672 (84% of the 
domain) are assigned the same climate type. The corresponding 
matching matrix is shown in Fig. 11. A detailed analysis of the off- 
diagonal values shows that the main differences are:  

● Csa type areas in REMO85 that are classified as BSk (250 cells) or BSh 
(241) with ROM85. These regions are found in southern latitudes 
near the Mediterranean Sea (Fig. 12A).  

● A region next to the Black Sea with Cfa climate in REMO85 is 
assigned to BSk in ROM85 (145 cells). It is plotted in Fig. 12B.  

● Fig. 12C shows in blue dots the locations of Cfa type in REMO85 
which are Csa in ROM85 (217 cells) and in orange dots those which 
are Cfb in REMO85 and Csb in ROM85.  

● Some zones of the Western Mediterranean coasts are classified as BSh 
in REMO85 but as BWh in ROM85. They are shown in Fig. 12D. 

All these mismatches correspond to drier climate types, or climate 
types with less balanced winter-summer precipitation distribution, 
estimated with ROM85. In Fig. 15E and 15F of de la Vara et al. (2021), 
also included in the Supplementary Material as Fig. S.4, the dry bias of 
the ROM85 projection with respect to the REMO85 one in many parts of 
southern Europe during winter and some parts of northern Europe 
during summer is depicted. In de la Vara et al. (2021) it is described how 
the North Atlantic precipitation in ROM85 is smaller than in REMO85 
(forced by MPI-ESM) because sea-surface temperature is lower due to 
the air-sea coupling, which reduces the latent heat flux into the atmo-
sphere, and thus water vapor content and precipitation. A similar 
mechanism is proposed for the Western Mediterranean Sea in de la Vara 
et al. (2021) affecting the Iberian Peninsula. Fig. 12E and F of de la Vara 
et al. (2021) show the sea surface temperature difference between 

Fig. 12. Locations where the K-G classification differs in REMO85 and ROM85. A, cells classified as Csa in REMO85 which are classified as BSh (blue dots)/BSk 
(orange dots) with ROM85; B, same as A for Cfa and BSk; C, same as A for Cfa and Csa in blue dots, orange dots for the Cfb to Csb mismatch; D, same as A for BSh and 
BWh. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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ROM85 and REMO85 around the European coasts, where a cold bias in 
ROM85 is noticed especially during summer (Fig. S.5 of the Supple-
mentary Material). Therefore, ROM85 would simulate drier conditions, 
as compared to REMO85, in large areas of Southern Europe due to the 
influence of colder water in the North Atlantic Ocean and Mediterranean 
Sea. This mechanism has been proposed by de la Vara et al. (2021) for 
the Iberian Peninsula and the Western Mediterranean and can be 
assumed to be active in the Eastern Mediterranean too. de la Vara et al. 
(2021) also cautions that the relationship between the latent heat fluxes 
simulated by ROM and REMO has a strong dependence on the season 
and the region, being clearly different in the Atlantic than in the 
Mediterranean. 

4. Conclusions 

In this work we use the Köppen-Geiger climate types classification to 
study the impact of air-sea coupling on the simulation of present and 
future climate by the end of the 21st century in the European region. To 
that end we use data from a set of present-time (1976–2005) and future- 
time (2070–2099) climate simulations performed under the RCP8.5 
scenario with the regionally air-sea coupled model ROM and its atmo-
spheric component REMO. The domain includes explicitly the North 
Atlantic, the Mediterranean Sea and the Black Sea. This is relevant since 
the European climate is subjected to their influence. This approach 
provides a novel insight into the impact of air-ocean coupling on the 
representation of the European climate. The most relevant findings from 
this work can be summarized as follows. 

Present-time climate (1976–2005) 

• In terms of K-G types both REMO and ROM show very similar dis-
tributions with ERA5. A comparison of two observational datasets, 
ERA5 and E-OBS, reveals differences of the same order.  

• REMO and ROM show colder climates in summer in southern areas 
and colder climates in northeast Europe in winter, while around the 
Alps and the Carpathians the simulated climate types are warmer in 
the two seasons. The colder climate types could be related to a 
smaller influence of the Atlantic in Europe due to a weaker than in 
observations Gulf Stream and north Atlantic current. Those currents 
indirectly affect northeast Europe through the North Atlantic 
Oscillation.  

• REMO and ROM show drier climates in some western Mediterranean 
areas and climates with more humid winters (relatively drier sum-
mers) in north Spain and southwest France.  

• We find minor differences between K-G climate types distribution in 
REMO and ROM. These are mainly caused by different precipitation 
regimes, due to a wet (dry) bias of ROM during winter (summer) in 
some areas, and a year-round dry bias of ROM when compared to 
REMO in other areas. REMO and ROM experiments also shift from 
Dfb to Cfb and vice versa in a few locations, due to differences in the 
temperature of the coldest month. 

Future-time climate (2070–2099)  

• Under the RCP8.5 scenario the K-G type changes in 55% and 61% of 
the area of study for REMO and ROM, respectively.  

• Discrepancies between REMO and ROM RCP8.5 experiments in 
terms of K-G types distribution are small. By the end of the 21st 
century both models project a reduction of regions with cold climate 
types (the Tundra type disappears in the domain) and an expansion 
of areas with hot summers and hot arid climate types.  

• ROM tends to simulate slightly drier climates than REMO at the end 
of the 21st century in areas depicted in Fig. 12 due to the influence of 
colder than in the driving model sea surface temperatures in the 
North Atlantic Ocean and Mediterranean Sea. 

Recent comparisons of CMIP5 and CMIP6 experiments (e.g., Hamed 

et al., 2021) suggest that an extension of this work using CMIP6 results 
would benefit from a higher reliability and a reduced uncertainty of 
climate projections. Also, this work could be extended in the future 
using an ensemble of regional models instead of a single model. How-
ever, up to date there are not many models with the characteristics of 
ours, and constructing an ensemble would be very difficult. An alter-
native would be to compare directly to climates from a EURO-CORDEX 
ensemble, although that ensemble would not include the effect of ocean- 
atmosphere coupling since EURO-CORDEX models are not coupled, and 
the domain would not completely include the North Atlantic Ocean. A 
third line of extension of our work would be a sensitivity analysis to the 
initial conditions, which could help to establish more firmly some of the 
conclusions presented. We anticipate that the impact of ocean- 
atmosphere coupling in regional models could be important for the 
analysis and projection of climate types in other regions of the world. 
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